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 The soaring popularity of rock climbing

stems from the challenge of conceiving

and completing routes of increasing

difficulty

 Separate routes on the wall are often

graded by difficulty, but fluctuations in

this delineation exist for different

facilities

 This project takes an image of the

climbing wall and overlays a directed

route for the user to perform
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1. User takes a picture of climbing

wall from an Android phone and

is subsequently sent to the

server

6. Resulting image is taken from

server and displayed on screen

• Automatic identification and evaluation of routes

• Ability for toggling different displayed routes

• Improved speed of detection for real-time display
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• Presence of similarly shaped and featureless holds

provide a key source of error for detection

• The reduction of errors from SIFT detection requires

an excessive number of subsets for homography

using RANSAC algorithm

2. Captured image

undergoes feature

detection and initial

SIFT detection to

choose and form

mask

3. Each separate hold

is extracted from

mask and route is

configured into a

database

4. Each categorized

hold is detected on

the test image using

SIFT detection

5. The identification

process continues

serially until entire

route is configured

and saved inside the

server
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